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Coastal ecotourism in The Gambia. Effects of sustainability communication on environments and rural livelihoods
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Climate Change and Education
Abstract

This paper is based on a field study carried out in 2015 in two coastal ecotourism areas in The Gambia — Kartong and Tanji. The study investigated sustainability communication by tourism service providers in the context of climate change and ecovillage design education (EDE). With an inclusive approach to investigate communication, which integrates words, writing, actions as well as individual and collective behavior, the methodology was based on participant observation, semi-structured interviews with tourism service providers, local population, as well as the examination of documents. It has attended to answer the following question: how do ecotourism providers communicate sustainability issues in key areas, including education, marketing and networks activities in Kartong Ecotourism Area and Tanji Bird Reserve within the context of climate change? The findings highlight that sustainability-related ecotourism communication may help to prevent environmental degradation through encouraging more sustainable practices as a result of training resident communities, especially the youth. Sustainability communication in the case studies was not geared toward eco-tourists despite the fact that a small number of more knowledgeable business owners have included climate change and sea level rises in their communication towards potential customers. Findings illustrate that these service providers in tourism had succeeded in engaging young people and wetland communities in environmental action and in the production as well as the promotion of energy-efficient cooking and building technologies. Local income generation activities, such as oyster farming have been supported by ecotourism.
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## Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACCC</td>
<td>Adaptation to Coastal and Climate Change (project 2009-2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBT</td>
<td>Community-based Tourism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COAST</td>
<td>Collaborative Action for Sustainable Tourism (project 2009-2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPWM</td>
<td>Department of Parks and Wildlife Management/ Ministry of Environment, Climate Change, Water, Forestry, Parks and Wildlife</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDA</td>
<td>Ecotourism Development Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDE</td>
<td>Ecovillage Design Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHG</td>
<td>greenhouse gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GoG</td>
<td>Government of The Gambia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KART</td>
<td>Kartong Association for Responsible Tourism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEN</td>
<td>Kartong Ecovillage Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAPA</td>
<td>National Adaptation Plan of Action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEA</td>
<td>National Environment Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDMP</td>
<td>Tourism Development Master Plan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 Introduction

In the late 1980s and early 1990s, some scholars (e.g. Fennell, 2015) saw a need to encourage alternative strategies to counter conventional mass tourism, which was held responsible for social and environmental degradation, particularly within coastal locations in developing countries. Ecotourism, in particular, has been promoted by development agencies since the 2002 United Nations’ year of ecotourism. In scientific literature by Goodwin (1996), Weaver & Lawton (2007), Honey (2008), Wanga (2013), and Fennell (2015), ecotourism differs from conventional tourism in that it promotes nature- and culture-based travel activities, enhances public environmental awareness and the conservation of local resources. It minimizes the negative impact of tourism and provides a range of benefits for local communities. Simply put, ecotourism integrates three dimensions of sustainability: (a) ecological sustainability through enhancement of the conservation of natural ecosystems, and the maintenance of biodiversity; (b) socio-cultural and (c) economic sustainability can be linked to the different benefits obtained by local communities in line with their cultural beliefs and values. Traditional local knowledge1 and technologies are essential to sustainable practices in using and managing natural resources. This does not imply that local implementation practices of ecotourism are always sustainable. Also the opposite may hold true. Local knowledge, perceptions and technologies should therefore be given greater consideration in tourism in order to understand the motivation of practices. Communication strategies for the promotion of or change towards sustainable practices could then be developed and strengthened.

The Gambia is a small developing country in West Africa with a population of less than two million inhabitants. The country has sea coast of 80 km and the River Gambia, in which both urban areas and a number of marine and riverine wetlands are concentrated. Despite having a comparatively small land mass of 10,000 km² and with a total area of 11,300 km² covered by rivers and water courses, the Gambian government has designated 85,269 ha of the area under legal protection. (GoG/DPWM 2013). This includes the 6,300 ha Tanbi Wetland Complex, which has had Ramsar protection status since 2007 and has been designated a National Park since 2008. Tanbi is of great importance because it remains “the largest intact WAMER [West African Marine Eco-Region] mangrove forest under protective status” (Carney et al., 2014, p. 127). The Gambia was one of the first African tourist destinations that witnessed the arrival of 300 tourists from Sweden through the initiative of a Swedish tour operator in 1965. However, despite the increase in tourists’ arrivals in the 1970s and 1980s and the allocation of the area from Kololi to Kartong for tourism development by 1970 (Tourism Development Area 1), the foreign exchange earning capacity of the industry turned out to be limited because The Gambia was not a major tourism destination and also because the public investment in infrastructural development was not encouraging. In addition, during the 1980s, the country experienced a severe economic decline causing the government to disinvest in hotels’ building and to leave the marketing aspect in the hands of tour operators. Things picked up again in 1996 and in 2005 the increase in tourist’ arrivals by air charter only mounted up to 23 percent (90,000 tourists were recorded actually). About 16,000 jobs in The Gambia depended on tourism in 2004, a figure which is projected to increase to 35,000 by 2020. This is in addition to jobs in the

---

1 Traditional local knowledge may include agricultural, environmental, medical, and knowledge associated with genetic resources. Such knowledge has been developed over the centuries and “passed on from one generation to another in such forms as stories, songs, cultural values, traditional laws, local languages, rituals, medical lore, agricultural practices” (Lossau & Li, 2011, p.11)
informal economy around tourism (TMDP, 2006). Since 2002 the country has made determined efforts to exploit its ecotourism potential as an alternative and additional source of income for rural communities. As a result, ecotourism has been integrated into national development plans for poverty reduction and conservation strategies, as well as climate change adaptation measures. Ecotourism has been integrated with the management plans of several state and private agencies, including the Department of Forestry, the DPWM, the Gambian Tourism Board, community forest managers and individual tourism operators. However, the proliferation of poorly coordinated community-based tourism projects, increased competition for tourist visits and revenues, and a low-quality ecotourism product poses serious risks (TDMP, 2006).

Figures 1 & 2: Stamps for the United Nations Year of Ecotourism in 2002

To promote and maintain a high-quality ecotourism product, and therefore a better overall tourism product, the Gambian government has designated the coastal and marine zone from Kartong to Gunjur as an Ecotourism Development Area (EDA) (TDMP, 2006). At the same time, coastal protection from and adaptation to negative climate change impacts has been declared a priority in the National Adaptation Plan of Action (NAPA) (GoG, 2007). Implementation of some of these NAPA actions is ongoing within various projects, including a NAPA coastal adaptation project. However, very little is known about the way in which ecotourism service providers can implement and promote sustainable practices effectively in order to enhance and maintain healthy ecosystems that tourists are willing to pay for and that support local livelihoods. Given that sea level rises are projected to have negative impacts on urban areas in The Gambia, as well as on tourism in the coastal and marine zone (Jallow et al., 1999), an effective contribution by ecotourism to reduce the anthropogenic stress on coastal and marine environment could be a way to enhance the ability of these ecosystems to withstand climate change (Erwin, 2009) and thus ensure the long-term viability of coastal and wetland ecotourism. However, as Newig et al. (2013) have pointed out, sustainability-related issues

---

2 Although broad estimates, the figures refer only to full-time jobs or full-time job equivalents such as tour guides, souvenir vendors, and so on (TDMP, 2006).
3 In 2002, the UN Year of ecotourism, the surmise around ecotourism potential as alternative income in rural communities led to the formulation of the Ecotourism Development and Support Strategy for the Gambia.
4 Based on the number of tickets sold and the tourists who complete a form on their arrival, a total of 1,243 tourists were recorded in five coastal protected areas (Abuko Nature Reserve, Kiang West National Park, Tanbi Wetland National Park, Tanji Bird Reserve and Baobolong Westland Reserve) between December 2013 and April 2014. Of these, 641 were male, 577 female and the remaining 25 did not indicate their sex (DPWM database, 2014).
are characterized by high complexity and uncertainty and require multi-stakeholder cooperation. They have also emphasized the importance of engaging effective sustainability communication in consensus-based initiatives (Newig et al., 2013).

The empirical field study on which this paper is based investigates the agents, the ways and the motivations of communication and training strategies on climate change and sustainability as well as the direct outcomes of these strategies on local environments.

The study was carried out in 2015 in two Gambian ecotourism areas (Kartong and Tanji) in order to investigate sustainability communication by tourist service providers in the context of climate change and ecovillage design education (EDE) training. The study uses an inclusive approach to communication, which integrates words, writing, actions and social behavior. In the form of local knowledge and perceptions, education and training, as well as the form of advertisement, investments and practices. The case study used 59 semi-structured interviews with tourist operators and staff, communities’ representatives (local authorities, executives of community-based structures), representatives of regulatory bodies, NEA, coordinators of ACCC and COAST projects, tourism associations, ground-handler of a UK-based tour operator, Non-governmental Organizations as well as tourist’ guides, EDE facilitators and participants. Participant observation was conducted in the two eco-tourist destinations Kartong and Tanji. The documents examined include policy and strategy documents, a Memorandum of Understandings between the DPWM and the Gambian Tourism Board, reports about projects including ACCC, COAST, and the EDE 2014, as well as brochures, leaflets, websites, or other published and unpublished studies. Recent materials about the EDE (from 2015) were also reviewed.

After discussing and defining what is meant by the term “sustainability communication” in Section 2, Section 3 introduces the two case study locations, Tanji and Kartong, and the concept of EDE, which originated in Kartong. In Section 4, we then present our analysis of sustainability communication in these ecotourism destinations. Section 5 illustrates the knowledge gap on climate change among tourism operators and identifies local trajectories of blame for wetland degradation. In Section 6, we show how the training program successfully combined sustainability communication and climate change education. Section 7 presents our conclusions.

2 Sustainability communication in coastal ecotourism

Sustainability in the context of tourism has been of interest to researchers for some time (Reddy & Wilkes, 2013). Originally restricted to the idea of a sustainable economy, the meaning of sustainable development—or sustainability—has been redefined and enriched over the years. Today, it refers to the integration and interdependence of the four circles of the sustainability model: ecological, political, economic and cultural. However, as global priorities shift and additional stressors such as climate change increase, it has become increasingly difficult to realize the vision of preserving the environment of today for future generations while at the same time allowing for economic development (Reddy & Wilkes, 2013).

Research on communication dealing specifically with sustainability issues has recently gained increased momentum as a result of global issues like climate change. Sustainability communication is a recent research field that encompasses three areas: climate change, corporate social responsibility, and sustainable consumption (Newig et al., 2013). However, scholarly debate has been focused on how broad sectors communicate sustainability issues. Newig et al. (2013) investigated the sustainability-related communication of the following six societal subsystems: civil society, education, mass media, science, politics, and the economy and industry, in the German context. Using a typology that distinguishes between the communication of sustainability, communication
about sustainability and communication for sustainability, they note the evolution of sustainability communication:

“Started as an elite discourse, sustainability-related issues are routinely communicated from elites to their respective base of constituency. However, a gradual shift can be observed from [communication of sustainability] to [communication about sustainability...]. This may be an indication of an increasingly participatory discourse, moving from elite to a more egalitarian approach” (Newig et al., 2013, p. 2985).

According to the authors, communication of sustainability focuses on the sender-receiver flow of information, where more knowledgeable “experts” inform and educate others considered as laypersons. In communication about sustainability, on the other hand, issues are discussed and framed using a horizontal flow of information. Sometimes interchangeable with communication for sustainable development, communication for sustainability embraces the normative aspect of sustainable development, where the “objective is to facilitate societal transformation toward the normative goals of sustainable development” (Newig et al., 2013, p. 2980).

Communication, on the other hand, has been defined in many different ways as communication research evolves. In its most basic definition, communication refers to the act of transmitting information, which may include thoughts, ideas, and emotions. In this paper, however, communication goes beyond this traditional use, which is restricted mainly to verbal and non-verbal language. Here, communication refers to any expression “voiced” by the actors that makes sense for them in their different contexts (Mucchielli, 2001).

Sustainability communication, therefore, should be understood as any expression by the actors—verbal and non-verbal language as well as social behavior and concrete action—that can be “read” in the context of the actors as encouraging or discouraging biodiversity conservation, the maintenance of healthy ecosystems, local development, and climate change adaptation and mitigation. Nevertheless, the focus here will be on oral and written communication as well as the service providers’ concrete and tangible actions with regard to conservation, local development and climate change communication. In addition, using the typology of Newig et al. (2013), this paper analyzes the practices of sustainability communication, although tourism service providers in the Gambia tend not to use the term explicitly, preferring the term “environmental communication”.

3 The case studies and EDE training

Two coastal and marine areas in The Gambia were selected for the study: Kartong Ecotourism Area and Tanji Bird Reserve. These areas were selected for the study due to the implementation of two regional projects, which linked conservation, ecotourism and climate change issues (see below). The development of ecotourism has a high priority in these areas and has been strategically integrated with the national Tourism Development Master Plan (TDMP), which recommends that:

“Attention should be paid to the quality of services and products offered and to attractions and amenities, ecosystems, handicrafts and local products on offer, construction standards and the nature of materials used in construction. [Also]

5 Although environmental communication should not be opposed to sustainability communication, one explanation may be that within the framework of the Gambian Environmental Action Plan adopted in 1992, a national environmental education and communication (EE&C) strategy has been developed and implemented since 1996 (the strategy was revised and strengthened in 2008). The EE&C Unit at NEA is tasked to make a “strategic use of traditional communication strategies to support effective policy making and project implementation geared toward environmental sustainability [e.g ACCC and COAST Projects]” (NEA, 2011, p.7)
International charters, labels and codes of conduct targeting both the tourism service provider and the visitor should be considered.” (TDMP, 2006, p. 35).

Tanji Bird Reserve, situated on the Atlantic coast in the West Coast region of the country, is one of the four protected marine areas in The Gambia. It is governed by the Brikama Local Government Area (the most populated administrative region among the eight regions in the country⁶) and is part of Tourism Development Area 1. Beyond its scenic beauty, bird species are numerous. The area is important for birdwatchers because of its great ornithological biodiversity⁷. Until recently (2012), few tourist facilities have been developed, including, a visitor centre, trails, toilet, post guards. The only eco-lodge inside the reserve could accommodate in 2015 up to sixteen (16) guests with its eight (08) twin-bedded rooms (bungalows). Although local communities in the past benefited from tourism to some degree, their real involvement began with the Adaptation to Coastal and Climate Change (ACCC) project (2009–2013)⁸, a regional project (outside the NAPA action framework) that built an eco-lodge within the bird reserve. As the former coordinator of the project explains:

“The project focus was on communities as well as environment, conservation and livelihood. Like what could be done to enhance adaptation forces in the coastal zone”.⁹

Most importantly, Tanji Bird Reserve was chosen for this study because of its vulnerability due to the high pressure on natural resources exerted by the four peripheral villages: Tanji, Brufut, Madyana and Ghana Town. A private contractor was running the eco-lodge in 2015, while a benefit-sharing mechanism had been put in place between the private operator, the four local communities and two government institutions (the DPWM and the National Environment Agency, NEA).

Figures 3 & 4: Tanji Bird Reserve Eco-Lodge

The Kartong Ecotourism Area, on the other hand, comprises a coastal area that has been designated as an EDE within Tourism Development Area 1⁰. In addition to Kartong it includes other villages like

---

⁶ In 2013, the population in Brikama Local Government Area accounted for 37.2 percent of the total population.
⁷ Based on the number of tickets sold, a total of 349 tourists (birdwatchers from United Kingdom mainly) were recorded in 2013 but in 2015, there only 232 tourists were because of the Ebola outbreak in West Africa (interviews transcription, 2015)
⁸ Fully entitled “Adaptation to Climate Change - Responding to Coastal Change and its human dimensions in West Africa through integrated coastal area management (ACCC),” the project was intended to be implemented in Mauritania, Senegal, The Gambia, Guinea Bissau, and the Cape Verde Islands. The project was funded by the Strategic Priority on Adaptation/United Nations Development Program. The Gambia serves as the pilot site and the project was implemented by the NEA.
⁹ The coordinator of the project from 2009 to 2012.
Berending, Madina Salaam, and Gunjur. However, situated 43 km from the capital Banjul and near the Senegalese Casamance Region, Kartong is the focus of a number of initiatives in terms of community-based tourism projects and private entrepreneurship. The majority of ecotourism businesses within the EDA are located in Kartong, with a few in Gunjur, and fewer still in the other villages (two, for example, in Madina Salaam). With a population of almost 5,000 inhabitants in 2013, Kartong, which is also part of the Brikama local development area, is one of the oldest settlements in The Gambia. Its natural environment was seen as favourable to ecotourism activities at the start of the TDMP, according to the Director of the Tourism, Product Development and Culture at the Gambian Tourism Board\(^\text{11}\). In addition, Kartong has witnessed a number of development initiatives, including the Collaborative Action for Sustainable Tourism (COAST) project (2009–2014)\(^\text{12}\). With the aim of reducing the harmful impacts of tourism on coastal ecosystems through economic incentives, the project contributed to community leaders’ awareness of the importance of making informed choices in terms of investors, tourism projects, and environment stewardship (personal communication, March 2015). In fact, Kartong was selected from three coastal communities to become the pilot site of COAST. The second phase of the project was in progress during 2015.

EDE was initially limited to Kartong (2014). However, through the initiative of a tourism operator in collaboration with the Gambian Tourism Board, EDE training in 2015 has developed into a public-private partnership, involving sustainable and responsible tourism and sustainable agricultural practices. We will discuss the set-up and content of the training in Section 6.

Tab 1: Existing ecotourism facilities in Kartong Village\(^\text{13}\) (five ecotourism shops were excluded)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name of Facility</th>
<th>Proprietor</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Sandele Eco-Retreat</td>
<td>Gamspirit Ltd</td>
<td>Sandele</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Tesito Eco Camp</td>
<td>Village Development Committee*</td>
<td>Tesito</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Starla Adventures</td>
<td>Kebba Jatta</td>
<td>Halahin River</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Tambakuruba Eco Lodge</td>
<td>Lamin Jamba Jammeh</td>
<td>Berekolong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Halahin Eco Bar and Restaurant (Eco-lodge)</td>
<td>Buba T. Jaiteh</td>
<td>Berekolong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Boboi Bar and Restaurant (Eco-lodge)</td>
<td>David Crawford (M. Lonka)</td>
<td>Boboi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Mama Sanchaba Camp</td>
<td>Jerreh Touray</td>
<td>Kafaya</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{10}\) The 10 Tourist District Areas (TDAs) are TDA 1: West Coast (from Cape Point to Kartung); TDA 2: Brikama; TDA 3: Western River; TDA 4: Ijufureh; TDA 5: Banjul; TDA 6: North Coast; TDA 7: Kiang West; TDA 8: Baobolong Wetland; TDA 9: Central River; and TDA: 10 Upper River (TDMP, 2006).

\(^{11}\) Gambian coastline attractions are mainly beach, sand dunes, forests [which have been destroyed by local residents] and then communities; yet, we realize that Kartong area has all the natural environment that supports ecotourism [no road, electricity and water supply at that time]; other features [such as] the forest, communities’ involvement in tourism, a river in the area, culture and a national site preserved for tourism activities, the Folonko crocodile pool; also a number of tourists were coming to these places for these reasons; based on that the tourism development master plan has designated that area as ecotourism site; but of course that doesn’t mean that it is the only site, we can have ecotourism anywhere as long as you have all the natural environment*. (Director of Tourism Product Development and Culture at the Gambian Tourism Board, Interview transcription, 2015)

\(^{12}\) As a project funded by the Global Environment Facility (GEF) with the United Nations Environment Program (UNEP) as the implementing agency and the United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) as the executing agency, in partnership with the United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO), the COAST Project was implemented in Cameroon, the Gambia, Ghana, Kenya, Mozambique, Nigeria, Senegal, the Seychelles and Tanzania.

\(^{13}\) Ecotourism facilities in Kartong are mainly eco-lodges and bars and restaurants. Almost all the eco-lodges are privately owned. More than half of the facilities are owner-managed businesses. In addition, of 14 facilities included in the case study, 7 have less than 5 staff (mainly bars and restaurants), 6 have between 5 and 10 staff and only 1 facility has more than 15 staff. No facility exceeds 20 staff. According to the Gambian Tourism Board hotel classification, these are small-scale businesses. Staff are recruited from local communities (Interview transcription and participant observation, 2015).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name of Establishment</th>
<th>Owners/Operators</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Fang-Soto Bar and Restaurant**</td>
<td>Ousman Jabang</td>
<td>Kenikoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Sambou's Restaurant</td>
<td>Bansang and Yaya Sambou</td>
<td>Sambou Kunda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Lemon Fish Gallery (partly eco-lodge)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Kajinkang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Oupakola Bar</td>
<td></td>
<td>Demba Kunda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Sun-Set Restaurant</td>
<td>Pa Sambou and A. Touray</td>
<td>Halahn River</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Pelligan Restaurant***</td>
<td>Lamin Jamba Jammeh</td>
<td>Halahn River</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Denkula Eco Restaurant</td>
<td>Not functioning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Bamba Dinka Restaurant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The only community-owned eco-lodge was not operating in 2015 due to renovation work (the second phase of the COAST project)

**not operating in 2015

***Still at the same location but the name changed in 2015

(Source: Updated from COAST Project Value Chain Analysis Report (COAST), 2010)

4 Sustainability communication in practice

Service providers and a number of business operators14 (10 out the 23), tourism-based non-governmental organizations (NGOs), community-based organizations (CBOs), and government offices have initiated sporadic environmental education programs. In the Kartong Ecotourism Area, for example, the initiators of educational activities are mostly tourism operators working in collaboration with the Kartong Association for Responsible Tourism (KART) and local/regional government offices. It should be noted that KART and the government have initiated some community education on their own. According to the tourism operators who carried out educational activities, they did so by partnering with other organizations on a win-win basis. For instance, they allowed other organizations to use their facilities, as a tourism operator in Madina Salaam revealed. He argued that the search for donors is both a necessity and a challenge since educational activities are very expensive. Educational projects are also integrated with the marketing of ecotourism businesses and have become attractions in themselves:

“coupled with environment and home-based activities. Once you attach that to the website, whoever sees it will say this is the sort of thing I want”.15

In Tanji Bird Reserve, educational activities are either part of projects funded by the DPWM or integrated with the key business activities of particular service providers. Tanji Village Museum, for example, receives school visits and provides tour guide activities on site16.

Educational communication in Kartong and Tanji ecotourism follows the same sender-receiver flow of information. Sometimes committees are created where the horizontal flow of information is used for consensus-building. There are many issues. For example, with regard to the sender-receiver approach, one issue relates to the messengers who deliver the information. As Moser (2010, p. 40) argues: “[messengers] are also critically important in establishing the credibility of the information

14 Tourism businesses range from specialized (eco-lodges, eco-retreat, eco-resort, restaurants and protected areas) to non-specialized businesses (farm, solar drier, research center, gallery, etc). The non-specialized businesses are those that incidentally serve eco-tourists and/or ecotourism products (Weaver & Lawton, 2007).

15 Tourism operator/Gambian (located in the neighboring village, which is part of the Ecotourism TDA (Interview transcription, 2015).

16 Few other structures have been included in the case study because of their connection with Tanji Bird Reserve. Tanji Village Museum for example, is located not too far from the reserve and was part of a Bijol tourism package, which included Kartong Snake Farm. Despite the fact that the package aimed to diversify the activities offered to tourists in Tanji Bird Reserve, it was unsustainable as it lacked a well-coordinated marketing system, according to one operator.
conveyed”. Whereas on-site tour guides are the most active in Tanji Bird Reserve, small teams are normally used to convey information to local communities in both Tanji Bird Reserve and the Kartong Ecotourism Area. The selection of messengers can be based on their expertise (external educators, government officers, community rangers) or they may have been trained as trainers. In fact, trainers within communities are selected to upgrade their knowledge and skills in order to train/inform larger numbers of other community members. In some cases, however, they may encounter difficulties because they are seen by local communities as coming:

“with [a] different concept; especially if they see you working with white people, they will think that they have put new ideas in you that come from the sky”.

In other cases, however, the participation of European foreigners may reinforce the credibility of the messengers and their messages, as the EDE initiator explains: “they [EDE graduates] made me go to the villages; they said ... it is most important when there are white persons there”.

The function assigned to communication in educational activities reveals communication mainly in its instrumental dimension, which focuses on the transmission act and how to best achieve the desired effect on its targets. For both cases, communication is, therefore, a way to achieve the objective of changing undesirable behavior into more sustainable behavior. In the same way, information as knowledge becomes a central element in changing the practices of others. Ineffective communication is sometimes blamed on local residents who “do not want to face reality”, “resist change” or are “difficult”. Therefore, sufficient attention may not be paid to the psychological determinants of the behavior they are trying to change (van der Linden, 2014), or to whether the expected (desired) behavior makes sense for the beneficiaries in relation to their social norms (Bahi, 2006).

In the case of Kartong the audience or target group mainly comprises local communities (whole villages) or selected groups within a community. Tanji Bird Reserve regularly targets park and museum visitors as its audience. Schools and communities who are in the vicinity of the parks are also targeted through the Site Management Committee. Staff and local youth are another audience mainly for training and job opportunities through externally-funded projects such as the ACCC project (2009–2013). Guests (overnight stays) are the focus of the eco-lodge inside Tanji Bird Reserve. The scope of these activities, however, reveals that apart from the leading ecotourism facilities in the area, most tourism operators are not really engaged in education programs, limiting their on-site activities to maintaining the area’s attractiveness to tourists:

“I have never done that [group sensitization]. Although, what I try to do most when it comes to sensitization, is to sensitize especially boys [who come here and along the

---

17 EDE 2014 graduate and community member (Interview transcription, 2015).
18 Views of one messenger (EDE 2014) and a tourism operator who initiated a community-based workshop for environmental protection (Interview transcription, 2015).
19 Kartong did not send participants to the EDE 2015 because village leaders did not appreciate the initiative of the 2014 EDE participants to organize themselves into a network instead of integrating the existing structures at the village level. For them, it was an attempted coup while some KEN members viewed their initiative as a way to be more effective.
20 The Site Management Committee was set up around 2003 with the main purpose to involve communities in the management of the park in order to stop illegal activities occurring there. It is composed of almost 30 members, including representatives from the four villages of Brufut, Tanji, Madyana and Ghana town. Since the reserve is located in Brufut, Brufut, as the traditional owner, has the largest number of members. The three other villages have four members each, with an emphasis on gender parity, according to the chairperson. The selection of representatives from each village is a political and cultural process, par excellence. In Brufut for instance, each Kabilo (family name, such as the Sanneh, the Manneh) selects two people to represent the family. In addition, representatives of Kafos (associations) are added. Examples include fishermen, fish smokers, female gardeners, etc. But most importantly, the people selected from any community must be “people who are willing to sacrifice without being paid” (Chairperson, Interview transcription, 2015).
beach]. I talked about security and tranquillity. In other places, they call them bumsters [local term for young Gambian men lusting for relations with foreign female tourists]. We don’t have bumsters here.”

Representatives of local communities and tourism operators expressed interest in improving the communication of local norms and values to tourists. These include back packers, bird watchers, students and volunteers, retired women and workers wanting to help. Sustainability-related information includes the way communities deal with the following types of issue: the use of energy-efficient building technologies, including the rocket stove and compressed stabilized earth blocks technology; livelihood diversification; environmental protection; safety and security along the beach; tree and mangrove planting; and the principles of responsible tourism. However, all contents combined, the discourse focuses mainly on changes in practices. In other words, unsustainable behaviour is condemned and blamed, whereas sustainable practices are encouraged. In contrast, discourses in Tanji are commonly information-centred. In other words, discourses are explanatory rather than prescriptive and avoid the blame game:

“We have our own approach. Instead of sensitizing [local] people on what to do or not to do, we sensitize them to the use of trees, how we can use trees for many purposes. People are aware of the value of trees.”

As stated above, concrete actions by tourism service providers toward poverty reduction and environmental protection are expressions (communication) of what makes sense for them in terms of how they perceive their roles regarding sustainability. These expressions may be “read” as either encouraging or discouraging sustainable practices in Kartong and Tanji. In Kartong most important activities directed at local communities include youth employment. Some tourists feel encouraged after their visit to support the education of one or two students in a very poor family over a period of time. Tourists are encouraged to sponsor local education and school fees. Another indirect expression is the sponsorship of KART by membership fees or by paying rent for communal facilities. One Kartong native explained how tourism operators help make the activities and needs of female oyster collectors known to tourists so that local women can earn additional income. For example, the women are encouraged to showcase their way of processing and cooking the oysters. Tourism operators have supported local communities by purchasing the boats that the oyster collectors now use collectively, as one bar and restaurant owner commented:

“[The women] make this oyster to pay their children’s school fees. So we help them. I’ve pushed about four people helping. They bought these boats. And others made [built] this small market for them. And we have other promises from some people that they would help them [the oyster collectors]. We don’t beg tourists. We market the ladies.”

By supporting the oyster collectors, who earn a livelihood typical of the Gambian wetlands (Crow & Carney, 2013), but which is not common in foreign countries, tourism operators also create additional attractions for their tourist destinations - a picturesque oyster market with fishing boats, and so on. By doing this and by making local oyster collection part of their tourist program, they build tourist awareness of local livelihoods and wetland ecology.

---

21 Tourism operator/Gambian (Interview transcription, 2015).
22 Tourism operator/Gambian (Interview transcription, 2015).
23 Tourism operator/Gambian (Interview transcription, 2015).
In Kartong, the activities of ecotourism operators are geared toward resource conservation, rehabilitation, or both. Conservation activities include habitat protection, fighting tree felling, unsustainable oyster’ harvesting practices, illegal hunting or bushfire through a committee set up for managing mangrove forests, for example, as well as natural protection of their territory (dissuade people from illegal settlement). Rehabilitation deals with in-situ tree planting to replace trees cut down when putting up facilities, afforestation along the beach to mitigate sand erosion (with coconut trees, especially), periodic collective mangrove transplanting, as well as donations to support Kartong youth activities for environmental protection.

In Tanji Bird Reserve, local poverty is reduced by employing people from the four peripheral villages. There are also a number of initiatives to support employment projects for local residents. A park manager stressed on-going initiatives such as employment development, which include the eco-camp, bee-keeping and the cultivation of wood lots. Conservation activities by Tanji tourist operators were the same as reported in Kartong whereas rehabilitation activities include in-situ planting of fruit trees, periodic mangrove transplanting (sponsored by DPWM donors), and assisting the Tanji Protected Area. One tourism operator in Tanji Bird Reserve stressed the use of small in-situ measures to encourage biodiversity, including not allowing children in the eco-camp.

Finally, the sale of souvenirs by tourist operators generates additional incomes for locals through production and sale. The portfolio of products that are taking up educative messages and encourage thinking about environmental conservation (e.g. games, posters, postcards, booklets, cotton bags and recycled products made in The Gambia) could surely be increased and improved.
5 Perception of climate change impact and the blame game

In this section, we look at how climate change is perceived and how blame is assigned. First, from the perspective of tourism operators and other business people and non-residents, the sustainability of their businesses depends largely on beautiful natural scenery, which is destroyed by the local residents. A degraded natural environment is less attractive to tourists, and leads to less satisfied customers, fewer tourist visits, eventual business collapse, increased local unemployment, and finally to decreasing income for village residents. As one foreign tourism operator emphasized, there are local income-generating activities which entail trade-offs for ecotourism:

“The thing we are concerned about here... because they [the local population] cut all the trees to sell. It is something we disagree with completely. We understand they are selling these woods to make money.”

“When I came to Kartong, this is my father’s groundnut farm [used partly to build the Eco-lodge]; people were cutting trees, selling them. I asked them not to do that anymore. I started chasing them. That’s why I still have trees. If you look around, people are cutting trees.”

These views help explain the focus of educational activities with regard to local communities as well as the sender-receiver approach, with messages centred on behavioural change. In these trajectories of blame, the local residents are presented as if they do not know the value of their forests and natural environment, and as if they have to be taught in order to change their income strategies. However, generating income is not just a matter of better knowledge but mainly a question of daily needs and locally available job options. Although the range of alternative jobs is limited in coastal

---

24 Tourism operator/Foreigner, Interview transcription, 2015. The irony is that this operator, according to two other respondents, has cleared an entire area to develop a private beach. The author has even seen the place. The operator himself acknowledged that a lot of trees were cut down to build the resort. During the next rainy season, he plans to plant a lot of trees to replace the trees that have been felled. The reader should be aware that the ecotourism facility is new, less than two years-old.

25 Tourism operator, Kartong Ecotourism TDA (Interview transcription 2015).
communities like Kartong, the community’s representatives encourage locals not to rely on tourism exclusively:

“because tourism is a very fragile situation [so] we are promoting diversification of livelihood [more education, professional training, for example] so that without the tourism you can survive.”

Conversely, they have expressed concerns about the degradation of the environment. However, they emphasized the adoption of a legal framework at community level through Kartong’s Responsible Tourism Policy (2005), which firmly underlines Kartong’s commitment to promoting “eco-farming, environmental protection ... In so doing, Kartong hopes to be an exemplar for other Gambian communities” (Kartong’s Responsible Tourism Policy, 2005, p. 1).

Secondly, most tourism operators, despite being educated and having more than five year’s work experience, either lacked knowledge on climate change or said they were aware of the issue but did not know anything about it. The most knowledgeable tourism operators were those involved in the 2015 EDE training program, which included climate change education. Both tourism operators and village representatives claimed that the causes of climate change were anthropogenic. This was the case even with those respondents who claimed to know nothing about climate change. Global greenhouse gas emissions and local practices such as “the way we turn wood into charcoal [for Tanji fish smoking]” were seen to cause climate change. Evidence of any climate change impact in Kartong was denied by village representatives, whereas tourism operators stressed its impact. This was emphasized with regard to Tanji Bird Reserve, with evidence of sand erosion on Bijols Islands. In Kartong, the tourism operators imagined a negative future scenario. Most see climate change as destructive through its potentially negative effects on weather, sea levels, forests, the Halahin River and related natural resources, including mangrove forests. The operator who initiated the EDE training reasoned:

“I don’t think, there is a positive impact. [...] It is scary; We think about sea level rises, potential diseases; and all the things ... which will lead to a kind of economic crisis, breaking down everything we know.”

As a consequence, climate change is expected to negatively impact ecotourism through higher temperatures, fewer tourists, and the destruction of coastal and river attractions, resulting in loss of employment at all levels across the country:

“It is going to be devastating; Halahin River [for example] is the pride of Kartong especially those in tourism. But ... the mangroves started dying. We believe that those mangroves are dying because of the changing climate. If mangroves should die, the

---

26 Fisheries and tourism are the main income source activities for communities living along the Gambian Coast. But an increased interest in horticulture has been noted. In 2006, this sector contributed 4% of GDP through its links with the tourism industry (TDMP, 2006).

27 Community member, former executive CBO Kartong (Interview transcription, 2015).

28 Kartong is the first and only community to have defined its responsible tourism policy at community level. This local innovation is the result of another local institutional innovation, namely, the setting up of a CBO for tourism matters in Kartong (KART). According to village leaders, most of the funding (projects) is secured because of and through KART (interview transcription, 2015).

29 Tourism operator, Tanji Bird Reserve (Interview transcription 2015).

30 Tourism operator, foreigner, Kartong Ecotourism TDA (Interview transcription 2015). This operator is the initiator of EDE training in Kartong, which includes climate change education and communication.
beauty of the place is gone. This will not affect our business only but the livelihood of people, the whole Kartong, Gambia and even outside of the country [Senegal].”

One business operator, who satisfies all his entire energy needs through solar panels, suggested that climate change would be a threat due to unexpected changes to weather patterns and more cloudy days. He saw the sustainability of his business in danger. In Tanji, climate change was also expected to have negative impacts. An operator underlined the urgency to do something to counter climate change because otherwise the parks and the eco-lodge would be somehow affected. Others stressed the impact of climate change on migratory birds and the resulting loss of biodiversity due to sand erosion on Bijols Islands. These responses reveal some awareness about how climate change could impact tourism activities. They also illustrate, however, that tourism operators lack general knowledge about how climate change will probably affect the wetland ecosystem, and their businesses. Their perceptions of the observable impacts of climate-related change were almost identical in Kartong and Tanji, and included deforestation, waste dumping and coastal erosion. Kartong has a special record on the destruction of mangrove forests, whereas in Tanji the loss of biodiversity was noted. Respondents also took up one notion from the questionnaire, which emphasized the outbreak of diseases in relation to climate change. However, they referred to the Ebola epidemic, which did not affect the Gambia but was prevalent in neighbouring countries during the time of research. All West African tourism was negatively affected by the Ebola epidemic.

Finally, ecotourism operators considered ecotourism as a positive contribution to both the environment and local communities. They therefore included these aspects in their sustainability communication and marketing strategy (fostering the resilience of ecosystems and the community by different activities). In addition, they stressed the need to facilitate awareness building and behavioral change in local populations and among tourists. A professional foreign guide, specializing in bird tours, was keen to support any initiative for wetland protection “because this is ultimately the diamond of Kartong.” In Tanji Bird Reserve, the connection was less explicit although the community representative explained that:

“[M]ost of the funding comes through climate change [the ACCC-project for example] and people need to know about the climate change. [Therefore] both project developers and park management need to sensitize us more about climate change because we need to go back to our people to tell them what climate change is.”

Figure 10 & 11: Climate-related issues from the operators’ perspective

![Bar chart showing climate-related issues affecting tourism in Kartong Eco-tourism Area and Tanji Bird Reserve](source: Interviews transcriptions, 2015)

---

31 Tourism operator, Kartong Ecotourism TDA (Interview transcription 2015).
32 It is important to mention that tourism operators in Tanji Bird Reserve include operators more or less related to ecotourism though operating outside the reserve.
33 Community representative from Tanji Bird Reserve (Interview transcription, 2015).
6 EDE training in 2015: Approaching sustainability and climate change

In contrast to 2014, EDE training in 2015 encouraged youth leadership and local ownership in order to engage communities with sustainable tourism and agricultural practices. Graduates of the 2014 course, who had organized themselves into the Kartong Ecovillage Network (KEN), undertook a series of communication activities. These activities included a pre-training awareness campaign across the villages, meetings with local authorities, and the selection of participants (from 9 villages) with the exception of those from Casamance Region in Senegal and Guinea Bissau (the embassies took in charge the selection process). According to one KEN member, they:

“look for people who are respected in their communities, who will be able to report back to their communities. Also people who are good at English because at the end of the day, you become a designer and you need to understand all these things ... So we screen and communities need to be observers to be satisfied with the selected people.”

The local ownership of KEN was emphasized by making it part of the 2015 EDE team together with an international faculty (mainly the Global Ecovillage Network). According to one local facilitator at EDE 2015, this mutual support enriched the content of the training “by providing some local examples”. For example, “[the trainer] was talking about linear thinking and safety thinking. Something like that you would need examples of things that everyone here knows.”

EDE training focuses on four dimensions: world view, and ecological, economic, and socio-cultural sustainability. Global warming was given special attention. Other modules including non-violent communication and community-based tourism (CBT) were added. The CBT module stressed the important role that tourism could play in building resilient communities since:

“Sustainable CBT [was] economically viable, ecologically sustainable, institutionally consolidated, [involving the] equitable distribution of costs and benefits.”

In addition, EDE 2015 included two weeks of permaculture training, introducing sustainable farming techniques, adaptation measures for climate change, renewable energy, and energy-efficient building technologies. One KEN member emphasized his vision:

“The rocket stove [for example] can be built at a low cost. Instead of bricks, you can use cop (earth and grass mixed together).That is what we use also to build here [in Sandele Eco-retreat] using the compressed [and stabilized earth] blocks technology. It also costs you lower than this cement and is five times stronger than cement. And when it is very hot, it is always colder inside. And if it is very cold outside, it is hot inside ... My brother and I have a dream: use our big land and build our house using this technology. Live with nature, trees everywhere; see birds, squirrel, and snakes, all having their freedom.”

It is important to emphasize the four outcomes of EDE training with regard to sustainability. These comprise the active involvement of the local population, career moves for participants, the extension of KEN to 2015 graduates, and increased climate change awareness. KEN members followed traditional rituals when visiting villages and also sought support from “two elders’ councils covering

34 EDE local facilitator and member of the Kartong Eco-village Network (KEN).
36 EDE 2014 graduate, local facilitator (2015), and member of KEN.
this area and spoke to what we call the entrance point of each village. In some villages it will be the Village Development Committee.” After these pre-training campaigns, many people wanted to become part of the EDE.

With regard to career moves, every graduate becomes a certified ecovillage designer and can act as an EDE facilitator anywhere in the world. Some graduates obtained scholarships for a Master’s degree in Sustainability Studies. Some were hired by the leading eco-lodge (Sandele Eco-Retreat):

“Before I did the EDE, if someone could have told me that I would work in Sandele, I would say no. My whole world view changes.”

Graduates helped to foster climate change awareness along the coast by returning to their villages and organizing meetings and giving reports. During such a meeting in Sambouya, graduates addressed health treatments using indigenous plants, sea levels, deforestation, the conservation of turtles, sustainable tourism, and the dangers posed by plastics bags.

7 Conclusion

The findings highlight that sustainability-related communication in ecotourism may help to prevent the degradation of the environment through the promotion and encouragement of sustainable local practices as a result of training resident communities and especially youth. Sustainability communication was not geared toward eco-tourists despite the fact that a small number of more knowledgeable business owners have included climate change and sea level rises in their communication towards potential customers. These service providers in tourism had succeeded in engaging young people and wetland communities in environmental action and in the production, as well as the promotion of energy-efficient cooking and building technologies, such as rocked stoves and compressed stabilized earth blocks. Local livelihood activities, such as oyster farming have been supported by ecotourism. Based on these success stories, the paper recommends strategic planning of sustainability and climate change communication in order to support sustainable strategies for coastal ecotourism in the Gambian context.

In both case study areas, ecotourism was seen by interview partners as one way to strengthen local communities that can withstand negative climate change impacts. Sustainability communication focuses on issues such as poverty reduction, conservation of the cultural and natural heritage, and, more recently, on climate change and sea level rises. Communication, by tourism operators in particular, is geared toward the reduction of climate stressors, such as local deforestation. The EDE initiative included climate change education that aimed to facilitate ecotourism along the coastline. This is one way to enhance the resilience of ecosystems to withstand (adapt to) the negative impacts of climate change (Erwin, 2009).

In addition, in both study areas, the perceptions and practices of tourism businesses are in line with the agreed criteria on ecotourism (Weaver & Lawton, 2007). As a positive outcome, there was an increased awareness of the impacts of tourism and change to more sustainable practices by community members in Kartong. This is an important factor in achieving sustainable tourism supported both by KART and a number of independent tourism operators. In Tanji Bird Reserve, the joint venture partnership with the private sector was seen as good practice, although there is a need to ensure a well-defined benefits-sharing mechanism to avoid conflicts in the future.

Climate change projects still tend to neglect the climate change education component and, when they include it, educational activities have a local perspective that largely ignores global causes of global warming. As a result, activities and recriminations also remain at the local level. Another

37 EDE 2014 graduate, staff and local community facilitator (Interview transcription, 2015).
option, for example, would have been to sensitize tourists about the causal linkages between greenhouse gas production in Europe (including high emissions caused by their air travels) and indirect negative local outcomes in the Gambia. Though being tricky (as The Gambia wants to continue attracting European tourists), one should communicate more about or even set up GHG compensation schemes that benefit environmental protection in the Gambia, as well as find ways to encourage regional tourists (from Senegal, for example) to book tourism destinations in The Gambia. West African middle classes (and their youth) would be a rather new ecotourism audience. But with regard to sustainability communication and its supportive role for climate change adaptation and environmental protection in West Africa, this could be quite promising.

Tourism operators have stressed existing communication activities, which could support local communities in coping with and adapting to future climate impacts, such as EDE and sea turtle conservation programs. Communication seems to play a crucial role in fostering behavioural change through sensitization of the general public. Respondents frequently stressed that a new approach was needed to strengthen coastal communities, which should include both the implementation of adaptive activities and sensitization. However, this needs to be strategically planned to leverage ecotourism in the Tourism Development Area 1. The main obstacles in the way of successful sustainability communication and climate change education are the relatively low numbers of tourists visiting Kartong and Tanji, under-trained staff and limited business and marketing skills among the tourism operators. In addition, the analysis revealed a lack of well-established professional networks. Tourists’ contributions to coastal conservation are very limited in both study areas. This means that ecotourism, especially in Tanji Bird Reserve, seems to be purely nature-based, and tourists are only concerned with enjoying nature and related wildlife without a keen interest in supporting sustainable practices or conservation schemes. Finally, the study underlined the poor visitor management system in Tanji Bird Reserve as a further obstacle, with a reactive approach in specialized products like bird watching.

Strategically-planned and/or lifelong communication in general tends to be given less attention while designing ecotourism or climate change adaptation projects and/or activities. The paper has showcased some good practices of sustainability communication and their positive effects on coastal ecotourism and related-resources in the Gambia, especially the effects of approaching sustainability and climate change together on rural livelihoods and communities (EDE, 2015). This may help to ensure the resilience of coastal ecotourism and communities in the face of climate change, and thus help to enhance adaptation forces in The Gambia. Nevertheless, one should not overlook the political, cultural and economic constraints that limit the actions of tourism providers. Therefore, a well strategically-planned sustainability communication needs to be tailored to locally available resources and constraints (e.g social norms). The important thing is to find creative ways of engaging the private and public sector as well as communities and youth on a win-win basis as in the case of the 2015 EDE in the Gambia.
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